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Abstract
Objective
the patient-therapist relationship should foster a referential process shaping in three
alternating phases: arousal of emotion schemas, symbolizing/narrating emotional
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monitor these phases clinicians and researchers have used several referential process
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Method:
in a second study to complete the Referential Process Post-session Scale – Therapist

the RPPS-T scores and the computerized linguistic measures of the referential process
None.

Results

None.

Conclusions
the referential process, especially for the symbolizing phase, and could be considered
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Introduction
The key role of referential process in
psychotherapy
The Multiple Code Theory (MCT; Bucci, 1997a,
2002, 2013a, in press-a; Bucci & Maskit, 2007) is a
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general theory of emotional information processing
most recent advances in cognitive psychology,
to this theory human beings have manifold codes relating
systems that combine information from these channels
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experience is initially elaborated by the subsymbolic
system
simultaneously in a global and analogical modality,
symbolic system

nonverbal

2002), enactive perception (Kinsbourne & Jordan,
2009), and embodied communication (Jordan, 2009)
provides evidence for the bodily and interpersonal
foundation of the subsymbolic communication of the
recent intersubjective perspective in psychoanalysis

verbal symbolic system translates

Assessing referential process
Referential Process (RP), namely the

Over the last decades Bucci and colleagues (Bucci

emotional and sensorial experience into images and
and validated several computerized linguistic measures
partial because it is not possible to completely translate

measure these phases of the RP, and therefore to
measure the emotional elaboration process put in place
at this time are the Referential Activity (RA) and the

and emotions some processes aimed at distancing
and removing painful sensations are automatically
activated and in this case the disconnection recursively
in the interpersonal history of people, especially those

to evoke corresponding experiences in the listener or

some emotion schemas develop and are pervasively
person is not able to associate experiences to clear
images and representations and to describe them in
mentally manipulate and communicate the experience

speaker is trying to recognize and understand the

Bucci & Maskit, 2007), and in particular in the
therapeutic one, communication takes place both at the

abstract and logical reasoning but active searching for

can be communicated and jointly experienced through

Several other complementary measures–some of

partners in the therapeutic relationship, the disconnected

Study 3–have also been developed by the authors to
dictionary
is particularly useful for highlighting

through arousal, symbolizing and reorganizing
In the arousal phase, the patient experiences some
sensory and bodily elements of emotion schemas and
symbolizing phase patient

represent their emotional activation; the dictionaries
and sensory-somatic sensations
abstract logical functions and bodily sensorial
perceptions help to identify the speech referring to

are feeling, and narratives of event, memories, dreams

addition, a set of derived measures have been developed
that indicate the intensity and pervasiveness of RA and

also thanks to the therapist's interventions, pass to a
that expands
the meanings attributed to the experience, creating the

that they refer primarily to aspects of language style and
addition, neither the speaker nor listener are likely to be
The use of computerized linguistic measures has

emotional information processing and interpersonal
mirror systems (Rizzolati, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Gallese,
320

large collections of texts and conversations through
an automated procedure that is rapid and not biased
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methodology has made it possible to analyze the RP in
several studies investigated RP through single cases

We expected by analyzing a dataset of scores given

administrations and to measure the reliability of the
intercorrelated since all RP phases are likely to occur

2020) or in relation to other relevant clinical constructs

RPPS-T scores and the computerized measures of RP

the factors corresponding to the arousal, symbolizing

Aim and hypotheses

from the computerized linguistic analysis of the session

Study 1

development of the three phases of RP psychotherapists

Method
Measures
particularly psychodynamic therapists in private
practice do not choose to record their treatments, and
the transcribing process that is required for computer
applying the computerized measures to treatment notes,

An initial extended Italian version of the Referential
creating a set of items concerning the three phases of
be repeatedly applied by the psychotherapist at the end
of each session to monitor the RP along the treatment

if it might be possible to develop a self-report measure
but less time consuming than studies involving the
are generally less time consuming and easier to use
than studies applying objective measures, but give

represented by six items for each subscale of the
referential activity measure; these are concreteness,

the responders’ attitude; this is particularly the case for

reliable evaluations if their observations and inferences
are systematized through psychometrically grounded
session could lead to more reliable evaluations than
be obtained, a self-report measure of the RP could
contribute to evaluation of the process, and also provide
as much as the patient, could be asked through a selfreport questionnaire to evaluate the RP immediately at

RPPS
should normally be completed as soon as the session
is over or at most by the end of the day of the session.
Please read carefully the following statements, some
concerning the in-session joint (patient and therapist)
experience and some concerning your sensations at
mark a number between 1 and 7 to say how much you
disagree or agree with the statement. Use the following
rating scale, with 7 if you strongly agree, and 1 if you
strongly disagree. The midpoint, if you are neutral or
undecided, is 4

Participants and procedure
We recruited eight psychotherapists through a

by a questionnaire completed by psychotherapists at the
the Referential Process Post-session Scale – Therapist
version (RPPS-T) comprising three dimensions
covering the arousal, symbolizing and reorganizing
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a psychodynamic clinical orientation, and had acquired

We requested that they select among their patients
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had no psychotic disorder or psychotic symptoms for at
more patients meeting the criteria had been selected,

Considering the contents of the items comprising
in the factors extracted (Table 2), the authors agreed

extended version of RPPS-T at the end of their sessions

factor (2) and the symbolizing phase by factors (1) and

Results of exploratory factor analysis
vividness of the session memories could be considered
sense: the more emotional activation in the session, the

because it met the criteria of the initial eigenvalues

and Promax rotations and decided to use the Promax

this issue in the discussion of results for the paper as a

Study 2
Method
Measure
In this study the 12-item version or RPPS-T resulting
from the exploratory factor analysis described in Study
as used for the original version (see Method section of

order to make the questionnaire as short as possible and

Participants and procedure
All items in this analysis had primary loadings over
table 1
the variance respectively and had a satisfactory internal

amounts of experience (ranging from four to 22 years

Table 1.
Administrations of the 42-item RPPS-T
Factors
1
2
3
4
5
6

.152

.020
.033

.092

.104
.013
.109
.092
.016
.050

.033
9
10
11
12

.161
.146

.054
.159

.231

Note
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expected, the four dimensions positively correlated, and
table 3
or psychotic symptoms for at least the previous six

M
DS

DS
M

to complete the 12-item version of RPPS-T at the end

DS

M

DS

M=

Study 3
Method
Measures
Bucci and colleagues (Bucci & Maskit, 2006; Bucci

The nine participants completed the 12-item
The Italian Discourse Attribute Analysis Program
(IDAAP; Maskit, in press) compares a text in Italian

Weighted Referential Activity Dictionary
(WRAD). For each text, WRAD provides the average

2

their emotional, visceral and relational experience into

p

is a measure of emotional involvement based on the
Table 2. Referential Process Post-session Scale – Therapist version (RPPS-T)
Factors
(1)
Concreteness
and

1.
2.
3.
4.

(2)

5.
6.

(3)
9.
10.
(4)
11.
12.
Note
Clinical Neuropsychiatry (2020) 17, 6
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Figure 1.

Note.
p

Table 3.
(1)
—
.599 ***
.623 ***
.646 ***

(2)

(3)

—
.649 ***
.691 ***

—

(4)

—

Note. *** p < .001.

Dictionary (MHWRAD). MHWRAD is calculated
on the basis of WRAD scores and is a measure of high

(WRRL).

above the neutral value and then computing, for only
This can be understood as a measure of intensity of

life, or in a dream or fantasy; it is not about abstract
experience that has been vividly experienced (Negri et

MHWRRL is
calculated on WRRL scores and is a measure of the high

personal elaboration of emotional experiences and its
above the neutral value and then computing, for these
Mean High Weighted Referential Activity

It is best understood as a measure of intensity of
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DfD is a small set

In Studies 1 and 2
colleagues in terms of its connection to language (Bucci

RefD is a list of
functions, and to communication processes that imply
Sensory Somatic Dictionary (SenSD). SenSD is a

measure of the arousal of bodily subsymbolic aspects of

Participants and procedure
We asked the participants involved in Study 2 if

the applying of the RP computerized linguistic measure
and a psychodynamic orientation, agreed to propose to

as indirectly connected to the emotional activation in the
(r
(r

p
p

the intensity of the in-session referential activity and
As regards the symbolizing phase, the factor
and Spe–corresponding to three of the four subscales

p
MHWRRL (r
(r
p
r

p

r

p
r

p

p

r

r

p=

r
p
the Con/Im and Spe factors together, computing their
r
p
r
p
MHWRRL (r
p
MHWRAD (r
p

reorganization function; furthermore, also in this case

The Ref/Reor factor that should measure the

Results

r

The correlations of the four factors of the RPPS-T as
of RP computed on transcripts of the same sessions are

r

p

p

dictionaries shaping the correspondent phase–WRRL,

Table 4.
Computed on the Sessions Transcripts
RA (1,3)
.336 *

.120

WRAD
MHWRAD
WRRL
MHWRRL
Note

p

p

.141

.041

.391 *

.315
.444 **

.361 *

p

Dictionary; WRAD = Weighted Referential Activity Dictionary; MHWRAD = Mean High Weighted Referential
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RPPS-T may have been emphasizing the aspect of the
the presence of an emotional experience being thought
about and discussed rather than abstract and intellectual

capture and measure the symbolizing function and
also discriminate it from sessions dominated by the

intensity–MHWRAD–indicates they detect the degree

Discussion

involvement in narrating their emotional experience
rather than the general tendency to symbolizing in
a measure of the RA intensity rather than a general

the RP phases characterizing the change process in
psychotherapy (Bucci, 1997a, 2000, 2013; Bucci et

considered an emotional activation measure, and

A fourth factor–the Vividness of Session Memories–
consider that an intense emotional activation during
a session likely lead to clear and vivid therapist's
conceptualization of the arousal function of the RP; the
connection of this function to language also remains
as rated by clinicians focuses on the personal and active
emotional engagement necessary to a have a meaningful

factor matrix and satisfactory internal consistency

aspect of the conversation held during the session as part
should note that the computerized linguistic measures
of the RP and the RPPS-T are instruments used to

the validity of the four-factor structure of the scale,
objects, respectively the in-session and the post-session

in the Vividness of Session Memories factor, indicates
that the memory processes and their quality are crucial
Another interesting result about the relationship
computerized measures is that all four RPPS-T scales

the RPPS-T scores and the computerized linguistic
measures of the RP as applied to the same psychotherapy

The RPPS-T factors relating to the symbolizing

scores characterized severely depressed patients’
autobiographical narratives and in general evidenced
therefore suppose that high SensD scores indicate

If patients in fact talk about their symptoms this at
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life experiences and prevent a more intense elaboration
other hand, as Bucci (1997b) has noted, description
to symbolic functioning, particularly for patients for
computerized linguistic RP measures applied to the
therapist’s post-session reports are highly associated to
the potential to be a valuable tool for the future research
standard self-report measures and computerized
on patient’s and therapist’s emotion elaboration in fact
that could highlight the main elements associated to

Conclusion
consider the RPPS-T a useful instrument to provide
an overall measure of the activation of RP in a session

and multi-method studies are needed in order to
concurrent measure of the RP, additional to the method
measures of the process, and patient and therapist’s
contributions to the psychotherapeutic change process
(Lepper & Riding, 2006; McLeod, 2013; Peluso &
the outcome of psychotherapy by detecting the sessions

both directly involved into the therapeutic process and
also having a conscious and professional vision of the
less time-consuming self-report measurement of the
RP is an advantage for monitoring the quality of the
therapy process in daily clinical practice, in supervision

integration of objective analysis of the RP, such as that
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